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The structural changes of upper airway and newly
developed sleep breathing disorders after surgical
treatment in class III malocclusion subjects
Ui Lyong Lee, DDSb, Hoon Oh, MDa, Sang Ki Min, MDa, Ji Ho Shin, MD, Yong Seok Kang, MDc,
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Abstract
Bimaxillary surgery is the traditional treatment of choice for correcting class III malocclusion which is reported to cause an alteration of
oropharyngeal structures and upper airway narrowing that might be a predisposing factor for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). This
study aimed to analyze sleep parameters in class III malocclusion subjects and ascertain the prevalence of snoring or OSA following
bimaxillary surgery.
A total of 22 patients with Le Fort I osteotomy and mandibular setback for class III malocclusion were prospectively enrolled. All

patients received endoscopic examination, cephalometry, 3-dimensional computed tomography (3D-CT), and sleep study twice at
1 month before and 3 months after surgery.
The patient population consisted of 5 males and 17 females with a mean body mass index of 22.5kg/m2 and mean age of

22.1 years. No patients complained of sleep-related symptoms, and the results of sleep study showed normal values before surgery.
Three patients (13%) were newly diagnosed with mild or moderate OSA and 6 patients (27%) showed increased loudness of snoring
(over 40dB) after bimaxillary surgery. According to cephalometric analysis and 3D-CT results, the retropalatal and retroglossal areas
were significantly narrowed in class III malocclusion patients, showing snoring and sleep apnea after surgery. In addition, the total
volume of the upper airway was considerably reduced following surgery in the same patients.
Postoperative narrowing of the upper airway and a reduction of total upper airway volume can be induced, and causes snoring and

OSA in class III malocclusion subjects following bimaxillary surgery.

Abbreviations: 3D-CT = 3-dimensional computed tomography, AHI = apnea-hypopnea index, APL = anteroposterior length,
CBCT = cone beam computed tomogram, CSA = cross-sectional area, dB = decibel, F-H = Frankfort horizontal, LTW = largest
transverse width, MPH =mandibular plane to hyoid, OSA = obstructive sleep apnea, PAS = posterior airway space, PDI = posterior
differential impaction, SBD = sleep breathing disorder.
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1. Introduction deformities occasionally require surgical treatment to correct.
Approximately 4% of the population has dentofacial deformities
that induce cosmetic problems to the patients, and these
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The most common deformities that need a surgical correction are
severe class II and class III malocclusion and vertical skeletal
discrepancies in nongrowing patients.[1,2] Class III malocclusions
present with skeletal discrepancies, such as a prognathic
mandible with or without a protruding maxilla, and class III
malocclusion patients make up a large proportion of those
seeking surgical-orthodontic treatment due to aesthetic and
functional problems.[3–9]

Mandibular setback osteotomy has routinely been used as an
orthognathic surgical procedure for mandibular prognathism
and bimaxillary orthognathic surgery including mandibular
setback, and maxillary backward movement procedures are
commonly used to correct class III malocclusion.[10] For patients
with skeletal class III malocclusion, bimaxillary surgery can
reposition the orofacial skeletal together with soft tissue
components, such as the soft palate and the tongue base.
Bimaxillary surgery is an elective surgical procedure carried

out mostly in young and healthy patients in the context of
orthognathic therapy. Possible complications of bimaxillary
surgery may be divided into early and late problems. Early
complications consist of bad splits, excessive intraoperative
bleeding, delayed wound healing, and neurosensory alteration
after osteotomy.[5,6] Some authors have noted that narrowing of
the posterior airway space (PAS) is expected after bimaxillary
surgery.[7,8] As a consequence, patients who receive bimaxil-
lary surgery might suffer from sleep-disordered breathing in
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particular, which is due to the narrowing of the PAS and airway
collapse during sleep.[9–11] Sleep breathing disorders (SBDs)
including obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) can be counted as a late
complication of bimaxillary surgery. OSA is a common sleep
disorder characterized by airway collapse at multiple levels of the
upper airway, causing reduction or cessation of airflow during
sleep.[12] It has been reported that both upper airway narrowing
and increased airway resistance might be the main pathogenesis
of OSA, leading to loud snoring, apnea, and systemic
complications without proper treatment.[13–19] The potential
effect of bimaxillary surgery-induced PAS narrowing in the
development of sleep-disordered breathing or OSA remains
under debate, along with other controversial questions such as
whether bimaxillary surgery causes changes in sleep parameters.
There have been few functional assessments about the prevalence
of OSA using pre- and postoperative sleep studies in patients with
dentofacial deformities. In particular, the clinical correlation
between PAS narrowing following surgery and development of
snoring or sleep apnea in class III malocclusion subjects has not
been definitively investigated.
Accordingly, we designed a prospective clinical study including

sleep parameters and 3-dimensional (3D)-computed tomography
(CT) in class III malocclusion subjects before and after
bimaxillary surgery to assess the alterations of the PAS and
total upper airway volume. The purpose of present study was to
ascertain clinical correlations with the prevalence of snoring and
OSA as the degree of skeletal movement following bimaxillary
surgery.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study populations and surgical technique for
collection of maloccusion

A total of 22 adult subjects who underwent bimaxillary surgery
at Chung-Ang University Hospital (Seoul, Korea) from March
2014 to February 2015 voluntarily participated in the study.
Sleep study and volumetric measurement were performed
prospectively. Written informed consent was obtained from
each participant, and the study complied with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The institutional review board of Chung-Ang Univer-
sity Hospital approved this study (C2014148 [1344]).
We designed a prospective study to recruit subjects diagnosed

with skeletal class III malocclusions and scheduled to have
bimaxillary surgeries at the department of oral and maxillofacial
surgery. Subjects who underwent bimaxillary surgery, had a
body mass index above 30kg/m2, or were aware of their OSA or
snoring before surgery were excluded. In addition, subjects with
severe septal deviation, chronic hypertrophic rhinitis, tonsil
hypertrophy, respiratory diseases, asthma, and cigarette smoking
history that could affect the development of snoring or OSA were
not included in the present study.
For the primary treatment, all enrolled subjects received a Le

Fort I osteotomies through a horizontal incision in the buccal
sulcus from the first premolar to the premolar that resulted in a
horizontal osteotomy line of at least 5mm away from the root
apices. The osteotomy was completed from the pyriform rim to
the posterior extent of the zygomatic buttress in the lateral wall of
the maxilla in a plane horizontal to Frankfort horizontal (F-H)
plane. After fracture, the maxilla was passively positioned into
the desired location utilizing an interocclusal interim splint. The
plates were bilaterally placed at the pyriform rims and the
zygomatic buttresses. Next, bilateral sagittal split ramus
2

osteotomies were performed, and then medial ascending ramus
and buccal vertical cuts were completed. The buccal vertical cut
continued through the inferior border and included 3—4mm of
the lingual cortex. After chiseling, the medial and lateral cortical
plates were separated. Each adjustable plate contained 3 holes,
and screws were used for the rigid fixation of split segments.
2.2. Study design and sleep study

All subjects were required to complete a pre- and postoperative
research survey for evaluation of snoring and OSA following
surgery. Watch-PAT 200 (Itamar Medical Ltd., Caesarea, Israel)
was used for the diagnosis ofOSA, assessment ofOSAseverity, and
measurement of snoring. The watch-PAT was also performed
1 month before and 3 months after surgeries, and the apnea-
hypopnea index (AHI), lowest oxygen saturation, valid sleep time,
and decibel (dB) of snoring were evaluated. We estimated the
prevalence and severity of OSA through pAHI and defined the
threshold of snoring as over 40dB. To analyze sleep architectures,
PAT studies were uploaded for automated analysis on a personal
computer using the COMPACTFLASH reader provided with the
PAT software (zzz_PAT version 1.5.44.7; Itamar Medical Ltd.).
2.3. Cephalometric analysis

Lateral cephalometric radiographs were performed and assessed
PAS and mandibular plane to hyoid (MPH) before and after
bimaxillary surgery in class III malocclusion subjects to assess the
retropalatal and retroglossal airway narrowing.[16]
2.4. Cone beam computed tomogram for airway
measurement

All patients underwent Cone beam computed tomograms
(CBCT; 3D eXam, Kavo Dental GmbH, Biberach, Germany)
before surgery (T0) and 3 months after surgery (T1). CBCT was
taken with each patient in an upright position with the F-H plane
parallel to the floor and with a centric occlusion.[17] The CBCT
data of the maxillofacial regions were obtained with a 0.4mm
voxel size and 512� 512 matrices, using 120 kVp, 11mA, 17.8s
scan time, and a 12-inch detector field. Patient data were stored in
DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine)
format and reconstructed into 3D images using software
(Invivo5; Anatomage, San Jose, CA).
Reference planes, as based on midsagittal plane, are described

in Figure 1A. The Frankfort plane was defined by the bilateral
uppermost point on the bony external auditory meatus (porion)
and lowest point on the right inferior borders of the bony orbit
(orbitale). CV1, CV2, and CV3 planes were parallel to F-H plane
and tangent to the most caudal medial projections of cervical
vertebrae 1, 2, and 3, respectively. To evaluate changes of the
pharyngeal airway, the largest transverse width (LTW), ante-
roposterior length (APL), and cross-sectional area (CSA) on each
axial plane (CV1, CV2, CV3) were measured at T0 and T1
(Fig. 1B, C). Changes in the LTW, APL, and CSA were measured
according to a method described using the Superimposition
module of the Invivo 5 program.[7] Pre- and postoperative CBCT
data were superimposed by point registration and automatic
voxel-by-voxel registration at the unchanged craniomaxillofacial
area by orthognathic surgery. On the superimposed images,
LTW, APL, and CSA in the axial CV1, CV2, and CV3 were
measured. The pre- and postoperative airway volume from
retropalatal level (CV1) to glottis level (CV3) was measured in



Figure 1. Measurement of airway diameters or upper airway volume using cone beam CT (CBCT). The pre- and postoperative CBCT data were superimposed by
point registration and automatic voxel-by-voxel registration at the unchanged craniomaxillofacial area by orthognathic surgery. On the superimposed images, LTW,
APL, and CSA in the axial CV1, CV2, and CV3 were measured. The reference planes were measured using sagittal view cone-beam CT to set the retropalatal,
retroglossal and glottis levels at upper airway. (A) The CV1, CV2, and CV3 planes, parallel to the Frankfort horizontal plane, are tangent to the most caudal medial
projections of cervical vertebrae 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (B) On the superimposed image, T0, T1 APL and T0, T1 LTW were determined at CV1, CV2, and CV3
planes using axial view of cone-beam CT. (C) On the superimposed images, T0 and T1 CSA in the axial CV1, CV2, and CV3 were measured using Invivo 5. (D) The
pre- and postoperative airway volume from retropalatal level (CV1) to glottis level (CV3) wasmeasured in cubic millimeters using AirwayMeasurement tool of Invivo5.
(APL=anterior-porterior length, CSA=cross-sectional area, LTW= lateral transverse width).
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cubic millimeters using the Airway Measurement tool of Invivo5
(Fig. 1D).
Using the same superimposition and coordinate system in

which airway change was measured with, skeletal changes after
bimaxillary surgery were evaluated. To assess movement of the
maxilla andmandible, coordinate values of the U1 (incisal edge of
right upper central incisor), B (B point), and PNS (posterior nasal
spine) were calculated from the midsagittal view (Fig. 2) and
positive values were assigned to posterior or superior movements.
B point is defined as most concave point on mandibular
symphysis, and posterior differential impaction represents the
degree of maxillary clockwise rotation.

2.5. Statistical analysis

The results of airway volume, changes in anteroposterior
diameter, transverse length, cross-sectional diameter, airway
volume, and sleep parameters, such as AHI and ODI, are
presented as mean values, and the significance of differences
between preoperative and postoperative values of subjects who
had bimaxillary surgeries was evaluated by analysis of a post hoc
3

power analysis. The primary endpoint of this study was
difference of sleep parameters between before and after surgery.
A sample size determination was not possible because there was
no study that provided sufficient data for power analysis. Thus,
we performed a post hoc power analysis which indicated our
study had over 80% power based on AHI and ODI values.
Spearman’s correlation analysis was performed to determine the
correlation between airway configurations and skeletal move-
ments. All analysis was performed with SPSS (version 18.0; SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL) for Windows software and P values less than
.05 were considered statistically significant.
3. Results

3.1. Clinical characteristics of subjects with class III
malocclusion

A total of 22 subjects diagnosed with class III malocclusion were
included in the present study, including 5 men and 17 women. Le
Fort I osteotomy and Sagital Split Ramus Osteotomy of the
mandible were performed on all subjects as primary treatment

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 2. Landmarks measurements for surgical skeletal movements. The
distances of maxillary and mandibular movements between before and after
bimaxillary surgery were measured at PNS, U1, and B point (B points=
innermost curvature from chin to alveolar bone junction, PDI=posterior
differential impaction, PNS=posterior nasal spine, U1=maxillary first molar
root apices).
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for class III malocclusion. The mean age of the subjects was 22.1
years and mean body mass index was 22.5kg/m2. Before
bimaxillary surgery, endoscopic examination was carried out in
all subjects and those with class III malocclusion were classified
into Friedman stage according to the anatomic structure of the
oropharynx. Twelve subjects were classified as Friedman stage I,
6 as Friedman stage II, 2 as Friedman stage III, and 2 as stage IV.
No subjects were diagnosed with SBDs including OSA and
primary snoring before surgery.
Figure 3. Changes of PAS and MPH in class III malocclusion subjects after bimaxil
were measured using lateral cephalography. PAS was measured at the linear line f
from hypoid bone to mandibular plane (A). PAS and MPH measured using ceph
bimaxillary surgery.

4

3.2. Cephalometric measurement of subjects with class III
malocclusion

Pre- and postoperative values of PAS and MPH were measured
using lateral cephalography and compared them to evaluate the
degree of airway narrowing including retropalatal or retroglossal
levels following surgery (Fig. 3A). The mean preoperative PAS
value for the 22 subjects was 13.12 ± 3.7, whereas the mean
postoperative PAS value was 10.91±3.1, which was a statisti-
cally significant reduction (P< .05) (Fig. 3B). MPH value also
decreased significantly following surgery, with a mean preopera-
tive value of 23.91±2.4 and a mean postoperative MPH value of
19.71±3.4 (P< .05) (Fig. 3C). Overall, cephalometric measure-
ments indicated that bimaxillary surgery caused upper airway
narrowing in test subjects.

3.3. Volumetric analysis and measurement of the CSA
of the upper airway

As a next step, changes in the diameter of the cross-sectional
reference plane at CV1, CV2, and CV3 and upper airway volume
were measured using 3D-CBCT images for more detailed
analysis of upper airway narrowing. In general, mean total
upper airway volume dropped from 10.2 to 8.0cm3 after
bimaxillary surgery. Changes in diameters and CSA are
presented in Table 1. At the CV1 level, mean APL was
13.2 mm and LTW was 30.1mm before surgery. After surgery,
the mean LTW was significantly reduced by 26.1mm. The
mean CV1 CSA also significantly decreased from 349.1 to
278.7 mm2 following surgery, but the mean APL did not change
much at the retropalatal level (Table 1). At the CV2 level,
mean APL dropped significantly from 11.6 to 9.9mm after
surgery, and the mean CSA also decreased significantly from
251.7 to 195.7 mm2. The mean LTW was 25.5mm before
surgery and did not change much after surgery (Table 1). APL,
LTW, and CSA at the CV3 were not smaller after surgery. The
current findings showed that the attenuation of the APL and
LTW appears to clinically significant after bimaxillary surgery in
class III malocclusion patients, especially at the retropalatal and
retroglossal level.
lary surgery. Posterior airway space (PAS) and mandibular plane to hyoid (MPH)
rom infradental point (IP) to gonion (GO) and MPH was defined as the distance
alography in class III malocclusion subjects, decreased significantly following



Table 2

Pre- and postoperative apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) of class III
malocclusion subjects (N=22) with bimaxillary surgery.

Preoperative Postoperative

4.3 4.8
3.2 2.7
3.5 4.5
2.1 3.5
3.4 10.5
4.4 4.6
1.7 3.3
2.6 4.8
3.9 3.9
3.3 4.6
3.7 3.8
4.6 16.5
4.3 2.7
4.2 4.9
3.3 19.9
4.4 3.2
4.3 2
3.3 3.2
2.5 3.2
4.1 3.5
1.5 0.8
2.2 2.5

Table 1

Pre- and postoperative alterations of anterior–posterior length
(APL), lateral transverse width (LTW), cross-sectional area (CSA),
and total upper airway volume of class III malocclusion subjects
(N=22) with bimaxillary surgery.

Preoperative Postoperative P

C1 APL (mm) 13.6 12.8
(Retropalatal) LTW (mm) 30.1 26.2 <.05

CSA (mm2) 349.1 278.7 <.05
C2 APL (mm) 11.6 9.9 <.05
(Retroglossal) LTW (mm) 25.5 23.1

CSA (mm2) 251.7 195.7 <.05
C3 APL (mm) 10.8 10.1
(Glottis) LTW (mm) 27.9 27.1

CSA (mm2) 219.2 203.2
Total volume (cm3) 10.2 8 <.05
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3.4. Sleep parameters after surgical correction of class III
malocclusion

We performed sleep studies before and after bimaxillary surgery,
and compared sleep parameters to assess whether reduced CSA
and total upper airway volume were correlated with sleep apnea
or snoring in class III malocclusion subjects. Preoperative sleep
studies confirmed that all subjects had pAHI score under 5 and
were not classified as having OSA. We also assessed the intensity
of snoring sound in the subjects and the threshold for primary
snoring was set at 40dB. The mean dB of snoring sound before
surgery was 26.7±10.1 and no subjects complained subjectively
of loud snoring during sleep.
Interestingly, pAHI scores increased to over 5 in 3 subjects and

newly developed OSA was diagnosed after bimaxillary surgery in
13.6% of subjects with class III malocclusion (Table 2). One
subject was diagnosed with mild OSA (pAHI=10.5) and 2 with
Figure 4. Changes in sleep parameters in class III malocclusion subjects after bi
sleep, and (C) valid sleep time were determined using watch-PAT in class III malocc
of LTW (Largest transverse width) reduction at the retropalatal level (CV1) and epigl

5

moderate OSA (pAHI 16.5 and 19.9). Loud snoring (over 40dB),
measured using the microphone of a watch-PAT during sleep,
appeared in 6 subjects (27.2%) following surgery (Fig. 4A). Two
subjects with OSA were also new snorers, so a total of 7 subjects
had newly developed sleep-related symptoms such as snoring and
apnea after bimaxillary surgery. Although both mean oxygen
saturation during sleep and valid sleep time were not changed at
maxillary surgery. (A) Loudness of snoring, (B) mean oxygen saturation during
lusion subjects. Spearman’s correlation analysis demonstrated that the amount
ottis level (CV3) was significantly correlated with increase of AHI (D) and ODI (E).
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3months after surgery (Fig. 4B,C), 3 subjects diagnosedwithOSA
following surgery showed below 90% mean oxygen saturation.
Then, the changes of anterior–posterior and lateral diameters

in the CV1, CV2, and CV3 were compared to sleep parameters
through Spearman’s correlation analysis. The analytic results
showed that the amount of LTW reduction at CV1 and CV3 level
was significantly correlated with increase of AHI and ODI
(Fig. 4D, E). There was no correlation between snoring and
pharyngeal airway changes. We assumed that alterations of PAS
dimension and airway volume following bimaxillary surgery may
influence sleep parameters of class III malocclusion subjects and
induce objective snoring and sleep apnea following surgery.
3.5. Volumetric analysis and measurement of cross-
sectional area of the upper airway in new snorers and
OSA subjects

We next measured the APL and LTW of the cross-sectional
reference plane at CV1, CV2, and CV3 and the upper airway
volume in subjects with newly developed snoring and OSA
following surgery (N=7). Both LTW and CSA at the CV1 level
were considerably smaller in new snorers and OSA subjects. The
preoperative measurement of the mean LTW was 31.8mm,
which decreased to 26.2mm after bimaxillary surgery (P< .05)
(Table 3). In addition, CSA declined from 362.6 to 294.9 mm2

postoperatively (P< .05), with larger declines in new snorers
and OSA subjects. In accordance with these findings, APL
(12.1mm preoperatively and 10.6mm postoperatively) and CSA
(266.1mm2 preoperatively and 189.1 mm2 postoperatively) also
declined more after bimaxillary surgery at the CV2 level
(Table 3). Total upper airway volume was lowered further
(11.7cm3 preoperatively and 7.2cm3 postoperatively) in new
snorers and OSA subjects following surgery, but there were no
significant changes in APL, LTW, or CSA at the CV3 level.
Postoperative upper airway narrowing at the CV1 andCV2 levels
was more striking in subjects with class III malocclusion who
newly developed snoring and OSA after bimaxillary surgery.
3.6. The skeletal movements and oropharyngeal
examination of new snorers and OSA subjects following
bimaxillary surgery

For the evaluation of skeletal movements of maxilla and
mandible due to bimaxillary surgery in class III malocclusion,
Table 3

Pre- and postoperative alterations of anterior–posterior length
(APL), lateral transverse width (LTW), cross-sectional area (CSA),
and total upper airway volume of class III malocclusion subjects
(N=7) who had snoring and sleep apnea following bimaxillary
surgery.

Preoperative Postoperative P

C1 APL (mm) 13.7 14.5
(Retropalatal) LTW (mm) 31.8 25.1 <.05

CSA (mm2) 362.6 294.3 <.05
C2 APL (mm) 12.1 10.6 <.05
(Retroglossal) LTW (mm) 23.6 20.8

CSA (mm2) 266.1 189.1 <.05
C3 APL (mm) 11.7 12.6
(Glottis) LTW (mm) 28.4 27.3

CSA (mm2) 268.6 259.2
Total volume (cm3) 11.7 7.2 <.05
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we calculated the horizontal and vertical distances of maxilla
(U1) and mandible (B) at each landmark. The degree of maxillary
clockwise rotation was also measured at PNS through posterior
differential impaction (PDI) values.
The results showed that the amount of posterior movement of

maxilla was correlated with a reduction of CSA at CV1 and CV3
(Fig. 5A). The amount of posterior movement of mandible
was correlated with a reduction of CSA at CV1 (Fig. 5B).
Interestingly, mean skeletal movements of horizontal and vertical
distances were 0.91 and 1.61mm, and PDI value was 2.67mm in
class III malocclusion subjects without development of snoring
and apnea. However, mean distance of maxillary and mandibu-
lar movements was relatively higher (horizontal distance:
1.23mm, vertical distance: 2.41mm), and PDI value (3.38mm)
was considerably greater in new snorers and OSA subjects
(Table 4). In addition, new snorers and OSA class III malo-
cclusion subjects following bimaxillary surgery showed larger
vertical movements of mandible (7.48 vs 5.48mm in subjects
without snoring and apnea).
Finally, we investigated the anatomic structures of the

oropharynx in class III malocclusion to assess if oropharyngeal
examination significantly differed in the patients who had newly
developed snoring and OSA. We classified the subjects by
preoperative Friedman stage according to their palatal and
tonsillar grade. Of the 7 subjects, 2 were stage III and 2were stage
IV. Soft palate redundancy appeared to be significant in these
4 subjects with class III malocclusion. We found that 2 classified
as Friedman stage III and IV began snoring following bimaxillary
surgery and 3 of them were diagnosed with OSA after surgical
correction for their malocclusion. These data suggest that the
prevalence of snoring or OSA in class III malocclusion is
dependent on the degree of skeletal movements of maxilla or
mandible and that snoring andOSA are more likely to occur after
surgery if the subject has a redundant soft palate.
4. Discussion

Through this prospective study, we found that bimaxillary
surgery caused upper airway narrowing at the retropalatal or
retroglossal level and reduced total upper airway volume
triggering snoring and OSA in class III malocclusion subjects.
The current clinical findings also propose that simultaneous
setback of the maxilla and mandible increases the probability of
causing such a SBD and airway configuration and sleep study
need to be performed before bimaxillary surgery in class III
malocclusion subjects
Dentofacial measurement results about class III malocclusion

usually present with skeletal discrepancies, such as a prognathic
mandible with or without a protrudingmaxilla.[2,3,8] The surgical
treatment of class III malocclusions, including mandibular
setback, affects pharyngeal anatomic structures and can cause
volumetric or dimensional changes in upper airway narrow-
ing.[7,8] Recently, narrowing of the upper airway after orthog-
nathic surgeries has received attention in orthognathic researches,
with a focus on patients who receive bimaxillary surgery andmay
develop SBDs including OSA due to structural alterations of
bone, muscle, and soft tissue around the pharynx.[6,9,20,21]

We assessed AHI and intensity of snoring pre- and
postoperatively through prospective investigation in class III
malocclusion patients scheduled to have bimaxillary surgery, and
found that the prevalence of newly developed snoring was 27.2%
and OSA was 13.6% following surgery. Our findings indicate
that dentofacial repositioning by bimaxillary surgery can lead to



[25,26]

Figure 5. Measurement of airway diameter depending on posterior movement of maxilla andmandible after bimaxillary surgery. The amount of posterior movement
of maxilla was correlated with a reduction of cross section area at the retropalatal level (CV1) and epiglottis level (CV3). (A) The amount of posterior movement of
mandible was correlated with a reduction of cross section area at the retropalatal level (CV1). (B) There was no significant correlation between CV2 and posterior
movements of maxilla or mandible.
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objective snoring or OSA in subjects with class III malocclusion
and sleep studies would be necessary to describe more definite
changes of sleep parameters before or following bimaxillary
surgery in class III malocclusion.
Upper airway narrowing may contribute to the pathologic

conditions of OSA and some evidence suggests significant
improvement in symptoms or sleep parameters based on
correction of upper airway collapse in OSA patients.[22–24]

Therefore, detailed imaging analysis about upper airway
narrowing would be required to predict the prevalence of OSA
and to establish its therapeutic plans. Good correlation between
airway dimensions measured on CBCT has been reported, and
the usefulness of cephalometric analysis such as, PAS and MPH,
Table 4

The summarized data for skeletal movements of subjects after bima

Subjects No. U1 ho (mm) H1 Ver (mm) PDI (mm) B ho (m

1 1.65 4.65 4.5 6.75
2 0 0 3 12.3
3 0 4.77 0 2
4 0 5.62 3 7.83
5 1 2 3.68 8
6 �2 0 2 10.12
7 3 3.74 1 6.92
8 0 2.14 2.5 1
9 3.86 3.28 2 5.86
10 1 0 6 14.31
11 0 4 2 3.5
12 1 1 3 4.35
13 0 1 4 10.91
14 3.72 1 0.89 13.52
15 1 3.35 3 6.14
16 2.31 0 4.77 8.59
17 2.73 2.88 4 7.73
18 1 1 4.41 12.69
19 �2 �1.36 4.75 7.49
20 1 0 2 10.2
21 1 0 3.23 9.56
22 2 2 0 11.4

(B points= innermost curvature from chin to alveolar bone junction, PDI=posterior differential impactio
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has been validated for measurement of upper airway size.
We described alterations of upper airway volume and dimen-
sional extent at the retropalatal, retroglossal, and glottis levels
following bimaxillary surgery using lateral cephalometric radio-
graphs and CBCT. Airway narrowing or increased collapsibility
at both the oropharynx and tongue base is most common in OSA
patients. The decrease of airway patency can promote more
negative intraluminal pressure within the upper airway and
provoke an increase in airway collapse at the level of oropharynx
or hypopharynx.[27] In addition, airway narrowing may cause or
aggravate symptoms of OSA due to severe airflow resis-
tance.[28,29] We assumed that bimaxillary surgery in class III
malocclusion subjects drags the oropharynx and hypopharynx in
xillary surgery.

m) B ver (mm) Development of OSA Development of snoring

11.42 +
3.6
4.73
8.51
4.95 +
5.28
4.55 +
4.81 +
5.88
7.87 +
9.62
7.8 + +
8.03
1.2
10.98 + +
4.75
6.6
6
5.68
3
4.5
2.3

n, PNS=posterior nasal spine, U1=maxillary first molar root apices).
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[2] Burden DJ, Hunt O, Johnston CD, et al. Psychological status of patients
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the posterior direction, and that the posterior-displaced oro-
pharynx, including the tongue base, narrows the retrogrossal
dimension and decreases the PAS in the similar vector. Surgery
resulted in a significant reduction in APL and CSA at the
retroglossal level. Retropalatal dimension was also reduced
significantly following bimaxillary surgery and CSA was
decreased at the level of the palate area. These narrowed upper
airway and anatomic alterations at the retropalatal and
retroglossal level caused a significant reduction of total upper
airway volume, resulting in snoring and sleep apnea in some
subjects. Our findings are in agreement with previous studies that
also reported considerable constriction of the PAS at the
oropharyngeal level, including the tongue base, after mandibular
setback.[8–10,24] The narrowing upper airway after surgery
reflects the change of dentofacial morphology closely, and a
decrease in the upper airway leads to changes in sleep parameters
of class III malocclusion subjects.
Interestingly, the reduction in dimension at the retropalatal and

retroglossal levels and total upper airway volume were more
extensive in subjects who developed snoring and OSA following
surgery. In particular, more increase of horizontal and vertical
movements of maxilla or mandible were observed in class III
malocclusion subjects developing snoring and apnea after
orthognathic surgery, and a redundant uvula or soft palate
was more often present in subjects with postoperative snoring
and apnea. A strong correlation between the amount of
mandibular setback and the decrease in the PAS was reported,
and the low magnitude of mandibular posterior repositioning
may explain the absence of significant changes in the PAS.[30–34]

Our data showed that the posterior movement of the maxilla and
the mandible narrowed the pharyngeal airway and reduction of
pharyngeal airway might be related with the development of
snoring or sleep apnea. The 7 subjects with postoperative snoring
and OSA in our study may also have been influenced by a larger
magnitude of maxillar or mandibular backward positioning.
Therefore, cephalometric analysis should be carefully evaluated
before surgical correction of class III malocclusion to minimize
the risk of postoperative SBDs and there is a high risk of excessive
setback of the maxilla andmandible to enhance the probability of
SBDs. Although the present study has a limitation that the sample
size of the study was small and follow-up period was to short,
despite designing of prospective study, our data suggest that sleep
study might be critical for class III malocclusion subjects who
underwent bimaxillary surgery, and accurate evaluation of upper
airway in oropharynx before starting bimaxillary surgery may
also provide the clinical information to predict the possibility of
SBD after operation.
In conclusion, postoperative narrowing of the upper airway

and reduction of total upper airway volume were induced by
bimaxillary surgery and caused snoring and OSA following
surgery in some class III malocclusion subjects. Delicate airway
configuration and surgical planning should be based on the upper
airway to prevent SBDs in class III malocclusion subjects and a
plan should be established so that the maxilla can be moved
forward when performing surgery through anterior segmental
osteotomy or orthodontic premolar extraction in cooperation
with the orthodontist.
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